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Introduction
Polymers build up in the environment, damaging ecosystems and biota. 

River macroplastics and microplastics have only recently been researched, 
despite the fact that rivers are major transporters of land-based plastics to the 
sea. The majority of research on floating plastic transfer from rivers to the sea 
only took abiotic hydromorphological elements into account. According to this 
theory, plant is one biotic element that has lately been discovered to capture 
plastics. In fact, a key factor influencing riverine plastic transit is vegetation. 
The blockage of plastics by marine vegetation has been examined, but less 
is known about freshwater environments. The interplay between hydrological 
variables and plastic entrapment by vegetation has not yet been studied, 
despite the fact that hydrological factors play a crucial role in riverine plastic 
transport and little is known about plant entrapment [1].

We set out to investigate how plants behaved when entrapping plastics 
inside a specialised laboratory flume tank since the composition, movement, 
and destiny of "submerged" plastics in the water column are ignored. Our 
research focused on determining I whether aquatic plants can stop different 
plastic sizes from entering the water column and (ii) how various variables, 
such as water level and plant density, can effect plastic entrapment. Our 
findings demonstrated that, regardless of plastic size, the trapping of plastics 
by plants increased in direct proportion to plant density. Macro-, meso-, and 
microplastics were all trapped in a comparable way, depending on the water 
level. More so than Myriophyllum spicatum, Potamogeton crispus stopped 
fewer microplastics. Our findings may have implications because plants can 
serve as tools and act as temporary plastic traps. Future studies may look 
into whether this laboratory technique may be used outside to collect plastics 
and so lessen the issue. For the purpose of improving river functionality and 
ecosystem services for human well-being, good management of plants in 
watercourses, canals, and rivers should be the optimal solution (i.e. the plastic 
entrapment service by plants) [2].

Description 
One of the primary aquaculture techniques is pond culture. Aquatic plants 

are typically submerged (Hydrilla verticillata, Elodea, etc.) and floating (water 
hyacinth, duckweed, etc.), with emergent plants as a supplement (reeds, etc.). 
Aquatic plants can enhance the quality of the water and offer natural supplies 
of bait and hiding places for aquatic species. The dissolved oxygen content 
of the water will be impacted, which will hinder the growth and even life of the 
aquaculture organisms. Yet, excessive amounts or growth of aquatic plants will 

occupy the dwelling space of the organisms. The timely control of aquatic plant 
area, suitable regulation of water quality, and healthy growth of aquaculture 
organisms all depend on precise estimation of pond aquatic plant area. Both 
local and international researchers have tracked aquatic plants using satellite 
remote sensing and UAV photos to assess their dispersion, Suggested a 
technique to efficiently distinguish zooxanthellae and aquatic vegetation 
in lakes using a satellite remote-sensing spectral-index combination, used 
an identification model based on the chlorophyll-a spectral index and a 
phycocyanin baseline to extract the distribution area of blooms and aquatic 
vegetation in Monitored the biomass and coverage of aquatic plants in the 
Dapokou water area of Dianchi Lake using unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs). 
The satellite orbit, which is typically one to two days, determines the monitoring 
duration for the remote-sensing technique [3].

By contrasting the colour histograms of linear R, G, and B combinations of 
photos with and without algal blooms, Wang et al. (2015) found an algal-bloom 
segmentation threshold and computed the proportion of algal-bloom pixels 
to achieve algal-bloom quantity monitoring in lakes. By computing the peak 
and valley values of the hue (H), saturation (S), and value (V) components 
in the HSV colour space, evaluated the oil-spill region from the digital image 
and identified the segmentation threshold between an oil spill and the water 
surface in an image. Used a quadtree-based image-subdivision technique in 
conjunction with the V component of the HSV colour space to determine the 
independent threshold of the aforementioned computer vision-based technique 
for determining the size of a water-surface target begins by employing an 
image-processing device to gather images of the water surface. The target 
and background are then adjusted to different grey levels in accordance with 
the colour characteristics of the image, and the right threshold is discovered to 
segment the target on the water's surface. Lastly, based on the percentage of 
target pixels, the area of the water-surface target is estimated. Images of the 
ocean's surface have a wide range of hue and brightness due to changes in 
light intensity, reflections off the water, shoreline shadows, and sky reflections [4].

As a result, the water's surface and aquatic vegetation occasionally have 
hues in common in the RGB colour space. With a fixed image-color threshold, 
it is challenging to precisely segregate pond aquatic plants due to the complex 
and variable background. By using machine vision to simulate human visual 
qualities and varying the grey levels of the background and the objective, a 
visual-saliency map is a technique for enhancing the salience of an objective. 
Currently, several researchers have created visually appealing plant zones 
using the colour properties of photographs. Using the linear combination of 
image obtained the visual-saliency map of cucumber disorderly spots [5].

Conclusion
With the interactive region growth approach, it was possible to recognise 

disease sites and backgrounds on greenhouse vegetable backdrops by 
combining the excess red index with the H component of the HSV colour 
space and the B component of the Lab colour space. However, the light 
and background had less of an impact on the photographs utilised in these 
investigations. The prominent regions of aquatic plants in a photograph of a 
pond's water surface are challenging to capture because of lighting variations. 
One of the most crucial and difficult techniques for identifying targets on the 
water's surface is image segmentation. The image-segmentation method 
based on a global threshold has the advantages of being straightforward when 
compared to segmentation methods based on areas and edges.
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